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False Flag Attack on the CCN Business. By Antonio Papaleo and Fero Gachulinec. 
 
http://www.topky.sk/cl/10/1453133/EXKLUZIVNE-Megapodvod-na-Slovakoch--Mysleli-si--ze-zachranuju-planetu--prisli-o-miliony- 
 
 
A False flag attack is a covert operation designed to deceive, so that it appears as though 
everything said is true and is carried out by individuals, entities or groups to cover over or shift 
blame to another so as to give them impunity and anonymity in relation to justifying their actions. 

1. Management, staff, consultants and family members involved with CCN have been shocked 
by Fero’s vehemence, intemperate remarks, gross exaggerations, lies, numerous death 
threats, vile abuse, racism and use of foul language. The harassment was so bad all staff, 
consultants and suppliers had to be removed from the CCN website.  

 
2. In many cases people reported that Fero was harassing them with veiled threats and have 

asked us if his medication is causing this sort of behaviour or if he is suffering with Bi-pola 
because of the type threatening behaviour he engages in. 

 
3. Dr Warwick Raymont a great man and now it seems, an Ex-Consultant Supplier to CCN 

because of Fero. The Doctor told us Fero will be silenced or jailed as he has logged criminal 
complaints and sent terrorist alarms bells ringing at a number of law enforcement agencies 
regarding Fero’s threatening actions towards him personally. Because of Fero’s activities 
several law enforcement agencies have responded by launching active investigations and Dr 
Warwick has received case file numbers for the investigation of Fero.  

 
4. We see claims about a sum 40 of Million, (40 Million what ? USD, Euro’s?) supposedly raised 

from Slovakia and gone into the pockets of CCN directors, this is a lie. We have attempted to 
set Fero straight on this but he continues using this figure of €40 Million euro’s  to people. It 
is a gross exaggeration and proves they have no regard for the facts because the total figure 
for the companies entire turnover over its 4 year trading history is around €10,000,000. 

 
5. There are many deliberate omissions by Fero and Antonio, in their sloppy investigation, why 

no mention of the millions of Euro’s in commissions paid to members ? We feel they did not 
declare any of their earnings to the Tax department, that’s why. 
 

6. Fero claims that the directors have brought expensive homes, cars and a boat, you should be 
informed that the directors already owned their own homes and cars prior to CCN with 
substantial mortgages, the cars and boat referred to were heavily financed and the boat was 
leased and is now sold having done its corporate work for two seasons. The additional homes 
in South Australia and Perth were used as offices and also heavily mortgaged. Both these 
additional homes are now sold to reduce CCN’s debt. Nothing unusual here. 
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7. Gregg Fryett,  Forged Statement of Untruth. 

 
 

• Gregg Fryett is currently in a Cambodian jail for fraud and is wanted in the UK for Fraud as 
well as the Philippines. His directors of one of his companies are now serving heavy 10+ year 
sentences for the fraud they committed. Fryett being in a Cambodian jail is yet to be 
convicted in the UK, unlike his fellow ex directors, James Whale and co.  

 
• Gregg Fryett offered to fund CCN to set up and sales and marketing division for his SGG 

company. A sum of $100,000 was agreed to with and extortionate 50% interest rate over 1 
year. He agreed to 4 x $25,000 payments over 3 months He deliberately withheld the money 
and took over 6 months to pay over the money. His stalling tactics were a ruse to give him 
time to try various ways to gain control of CCN. 

 
• Despite Fryett’s underhanded actions he tried on CCN and the substantial losses he caused, it 

was decided not withhold payment or sue him and the $100,000 was paid back. It was our 
view he had no right to any interest because of his actions and substantial losses incurred.  
He was lucky we didn’t keep the $100,000 and sue him for specific performance on supply. 

 
• Greg Fryett SGG’s people forged Agus Sari signature on supply agreements and promissory 

notes for carbon credits along with his employee Brain McEwen and James Whale.  
 
• CCN was forced to try and finish the projects in the Philippines which it had invested in but 

Fryett interfered and the project was put on hold. The land owners approached CCN to help 
them try and finish the project because Fryett had left them without money to develop the 
project. CCN was put in a position where it had to incur the addition expense of obtaining 
Carbon Credits from Peru to cover its obligations that Fryett failed to cover. 

 
• CCN has never made any allegations in relation to Gregg Fryett to any authorities at any time 

because it did not want to become entangled in any of that sort drama, CCN management 
did not have the time or resources to get involved with government departments in the UK 
on a witch hunt.  

 
• The statement of untruth is not signed by Gregg Fryett and his signature on the document is 

clearly copied and pasted from note paper because Greg Fryett never signed off on such a 
document why ? Antonio never paid to Fryett the promised payment / bribe and press 
exposure to help Fryetts current efforts to get out of jail in Cambodia. 

 
• Antonio Papaleo pieced together this forged unauthorised statement and is now complicit in 

Fero’s criminal defamation actions against CCN. 
 



 

 

 
8. The claim that there are 20,000 investors, ten thousand from Slovak Republic, five thousand 

from Czech republic is a ridiculous statement there are less 1/3 third of what Fero Claims. 
Where does he get these figures from? 

 
9. CCN has $30 memberships and Free memberships of which there are currently 10,000 plus 

such memberships. So point 7 of 20,000 investors is ludicrous. 
 
10. Fero Gachulinec is a false name it’s not his real name so why is he using a false name? 

 
 

11. Mr Gachulinec makes many claims about REDD projects, while CCN favours REDD projects 
and has carbon credits from REDD projects it has not as yet started its own REDD project with 
its own land holdings but rather seeks agreements with land holders.  
 

12. CCN’s main priority is to obtain land agreements and start the project process and while that 
is happening CCN endeavours to secure Carbon Credits from other sources, because REDD 
projects are lengthy, controversial, complex and costly. 
 

13.  This plot against CCN perpetrated by Fero and his co-conspirators started out as an attempt 
to initially blackmail Erminio and Cam into stepping down and to give control him is no more 
than a blatant unwarranted demand with menaces, the criminal act of blackmail, in which 
Fero and co-conspirators have colluded.  The misinformation and lies he has put out has 
caused significant losses and cash flow difficulties that Fero and the other co-conspirators Jiri 
Sikola will held liable for eventually.   

 
14.  CCN currently holds Pre Issuance Units that are available for conversion to accredited carbon 

credits assets worth many Millions. Any delays was not to any wrongful act on the part of 
CCN.  CCN weathered the GFC, significant currency downturns with USD, Euros and the 
Australian dollar as well as theft of funds and fraud committed by some members and a 
consultant over these 4 years. 

 
15. We understand that Fero has reported CCN various authorities. But never supplied any such 

proof of communication and I assure you that CCN will apply for an EU warrants for the arrest 
of Fero for what he is trying to do to CCN in 2015. It was discovered Fero misrepresented 
CCN’s business plan in which he fabricated his own unauthorized presentations to entice 
people into CCN which we now have evidence, that he induced people to participate in. 

 
16. CCN offered Fero to participate in the establishing of an internal investigation and agreeing 

with  terms of reference.  However, given what has now been discovered we are not at all 
surprised that Fero and others rejected it because that seems to be the last thing Fero and his 
co horts  would have wanted,  a rational approach would have uncovered his lies and 
misinformation. 

 



 

 

 

17. Fero and other co-conspirators were issued with suspension and termination notices after 
actively and aggressively damaging CCN with misrepresentations in their power point 
presentations and were told to take them down because they were presenting CCN like a high 
yielding investment. He induced people to invest by making serious misrepresentations.   

 
18. Several authorities have contacted CCN and leading members making enquiries as to our 

activities, we believe with reference to Fero’s allegations and we have all co-operated with 
the authorities and answered all their question to their satisfaction to date..  

 
19. The losses incurred because of Fero’s actions over the last year and half have yet to be 

completely compiled but so far costs alone are in the hundreds of thousands and lost revenue 
in the millions 

 
20. What he has done to CCN has cost more money than what he accuses CCN of.  

 
21. As for Mr Antonio’s reporting, CCN finds it lacking in every sense. There has been no attempt 

to verify the accusations or cross check any accusations against facts, as all the key 
accusations are completely false and unsubstantiated with wildly outrageous figures. We find 
Papaleo to be a lying, conniving, deceitful, underhanded so called reporter masquerading and 
misrepresenting himself as whatever character he chooses to create.  

 
22. He has illegally recorded conversations, meetings and stolen information without permission 

which he is not immune to prosecution because he is a journalist and he should know that 
after the Rupert Murdock Media debarkle, which he can be prosecuted for those crimes he 
has committed in pursuit of this attack.  Neither he or Fero are above the law in this attack 
they have mounted against CCN, yet they seem to think they can break any law they choose 
with impunity to justify their misguided self-serving actions.  

 
23. Ultimately Antonio has done such an inept smash job and has published such junk reporting 

that makes a mockery of good investigative journalism.  
 
 
 
Antonio ‘s Creed.  Never let the facts get in the way of a story. 
 
  
False Flag Attacks. Not that unusual, Governments from around the world admit they’ve used 
false flag attacks. It’s a common practise. Below is a list of proven false flag attacks of the past.  

This list may help people realise what governments and disaffected people are capable of doing. 

See more at: 
http://yournewswire.com/shocking-list-of-official-proven-false-flag-attacks/#sthash.FmwIXWhA.dpuf 
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